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skutt.com

We help you make great things.
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Removable wheel head

Large wheel head shaft

Six-groove belt

Controller

Foot pedal

Splash pan design

Frame

Heavy duty bearings

Over-sized legs

Features

How much clay 
will it center?
This is probably the most misleading 
“specification” advertised. The bottom line 
is that the amount of clay that can be centered on a wheel depends on a lot of things; the skills 
of the artist, the clay, how much water they use… But when you are talking about the wheel 
itself the most important factor to consider is Torque at the Wheel Head. Thomas Stuart hired 
an independent testing firm to test the Wheel Head Torque on 4 of the leading brands of wheels 
across a range of HP ratings and they found that without a doubt Skutt Thomas Stuart Signature 
Series Wheels had more torque than any other wheel tested across all the motor sizes. In some 
cases our 1/3 HP models had more torque than competitive brands 1 HP models. So the definitive 
answer is... A LOT!
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  Removable for easy cleaning
  Thick cast will last forever
  Built to be stable

  Can handle even the largest pots
  Won't flex or bend

  High surface area
  Less slippage

  Highest quality components
  Super smooth control
  SSX upgrade available

  All metal construction
  Designed to stand up to the toughest abuse
  Ergonomic design
  Smooth operation

  Heaviest frame made to prevent sliding
  Large pots: No problem

  No wobble
  No grinding
  Quiet

  One-piece won't drip or spill
  Built in or removable models available
  Holds more trimmings than any other splash pan

  Extensions available
  Built solid: No rocking
  Heavy walls

If you look closely at other warranties they some-
times are pro-rated or shift the warranty responsibil-
ity on expensive components (like the motor) on to 
their vendors. We offer a 5 year parts AND labor 
warranty on all of our wheels. At Skutt we feel it 
is our responsibility to choose the best components 
possible for our wheels so we can stand behind ev-
ery part. From the motor to a bat pin we will replace 
and install any defective component… And more 
importantly, we put that in writing.

  More torque, less slippage
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Not All Motors Are Created Equal!
Just because two motors have the same Horsepower rating does 
not mean they have the same torque capability. As you put a load 
(like a lot of clay) on the wheel, the motor will begin to heat up.  
The ability to handle that torque is dependent on how cool you can 
keep the motor. Continual Duty Rated Motors are bigger because they have more wire in them 
and larger brushes to dissipate the heat and keep them cool. They also have a fan to help with the 
cooling. Skutt is the only leading wheel that uses a continual duty motor. Controller Size is also a 
good indicator of the quality of the controller used. A quality motor coupled with a quality con-
troller equals a more efficient and powerful wheel and Skutt uses the best.

Theirs       Ours

Torque test

Scott Semple

Judi Dyelle

Power and Finesse
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L E G E N D  F E AT U R E S
  1/3 horsepower
  14" wheel head
  Reversible motor
  Torque: 528 in-lbs
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 117 lbs

R E V O L U T I O N  F E AT U R E S
  1/2 horsepower
  14" wheel head
  Reversible motor 
  Torque: 629 in-lbs
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 119 lbs 

P R E M I E R  F E AT U R E S
  1 horsepower
  14" wheel head 
  Reversible motor
  Torque: 810 in-lbs
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 128 lbs

The only removable splash pan on the market designed in one piece. Its thick 
cast body has the strength to carry a full pan of trimmings without popping 
apart. Easily lift off the removable wheel head, and then remove the splash 
pan in one piece. This design is cleaner and easier to use than the standard 
two-piece splash pans on other wheels. It also surpasses typical round splash 
pan wheels with an expanded area for clay collection. It is offered in three dif-
ferent models: Legend, Revolution, and Premier. All models come with a five 
year parts and labor warranty.

  
Most  

popular  
model for 

schools

Removable Splash Pan Wheel
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C L A S S I C  F E AT U R E S
  1/3 horsepower 
  14" wheel head
  Reversible motor
  Torque: 528 in-lbs 
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 127 lbs

P R O F E S S I O N A L  F E AT U R E S
  1 horsepower 
  14" wheel head
  Reversible motor
  Torque: 810 in-lbs 
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 140 lbs

E L I T E  F E AT U R E S
  1/2 horsepower 
  14" wheel head
  Reversible motor
  Torque: 629 in-lbs
  Adjustable trim pot settings
  Shipping weight: 128 lbs 

The original built-in splash pan design has a large work area that is ideal for 
holding a water bucket, tools, and lots of trimmings. The  removable wheel 
head makes it easy to clean. The wheel head is recessed in the body of the 
wheel to work as an integrated splash pan. It is offered in three different 
models: Classic, Elite, and Professional. All models come with a five year 
warranty covering parts and labor.

Built-in Splash Pan Wheels
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We are proud to introduce our newest wheel. This model features the same 
heavy-duty components found on all Thomas Stuart wheels, but it is built on 
a welded steel frame instead of the cast aluminum base our other wheels 
have.

P R O D I GY  F E AT U R E S
  1/3 hp continual-duty motor found on our other 

wheels 
  Our standard SCR Controller with individual adjust-

ments for exacting control 
  12" twist and lift cast aluminum wheel head with 

10" bat pins 
  Round one piece splash pan 
  Plastic vacuum-formed table-top for complete water 

protection

  Powder-coated metal base
  Our heavy-duty cast aluminum foot pedal 
  The same pulleys and 6 groove poly v belts as our 

other models 
  These wheels do not have the reversing feature of 

our other wheels 
  The SSX upgrade is not available on this model
  Five-year warranty
  Shipping weight: 94 lbs

Prodigy Wheel
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Electric Wheels Accessories
T H E  C U P  H E A D  S Y S T E M
Can be interchanged with the wheel 
head for use with plaster bats that 
simply drop into place. These plaster 
bats can be made inexpensively with 
either the 12" or 16" mold.

Raises the wheel head above 
the splash pan for throwing or 
trimming oversized pots. Simply 
lift the wheel head off, place the 
shaft extension on the shaft and 
replace the wheel head. Not 
necessary for models with removable splash pans.

T H E  S H A F T  E X T E N S I O N

A DJ U S TA B L E  L E G  E X T E N S I O N S

Easily convert our wheels into a stand up wheel 
by utilizing the unique cast aluminum clamp that 
attaches to the 2" pipe leg. These legs make the 
wheel adjustable to a maximum 30" in height. Not 
available for Prodigy Wheel.

S S X  D R I V E  U P G R A D E

Steven Hill

Skutt Ceramic Products, Inc. 
6441 SE Johnson Creek Blvd., Portland, OR 97206-9552 
503-774-6000  |  skutt@skutt.com  |  www.skutt.com
© Copyright 2013-2018, Skutt Ceramic Products, Inc.

This drive allows incredible sensitivity for the foot pedal at very 
low speeds. This drive system can be added to any of our wheels 
(excluding the Prodigy) at a later time but is more affordable 
when installed at the factory on your new wheel.



The SSX controller has 
an oversized capacitor 
that allows it to de-
liver power to the wheel head in a 
smooth, predictable fashion when 
you step on the foot pedal. This is 
particularly helpful when you are 
throwing at very slow speeds.

We help you make great things!

5 REASONS
Easy to Clean
Just twist and lift off the wheel head 
for full access to the splash pan. 

Continuous Duty Motors

Large 1 Piece Splash Pan

Heavy Duty Construction

Our 1/3 HP motor delivers more 
torque at the wheel head than the 
competitions 1 HP motor because it 
is rated for industrial use. No matter 
what anyone claims, our wheels will 
handle more clay.

Holds hours of trimmings. When you 
are done just pop off the wheel head 
and carry the whole pan, trimmings 
and all, to empty. Oh... and no leaks.

The shaft, wheel head, base and 
bearing block are the thickest and 
heaviest you will find. This wheel was 
designed by a Big Pot Potter who 
wanted to ensure stability.

Smooth as Silk

...for you to try a Skutt Wheel

Built in Splash Pan

Removable Splash Pan

Each splash pan style is available with your 
choice of a 1 HP, 1/2 HP or 1/3 HP motor.

Visit us at skutt.com for more information
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